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Introduction 

     Show business is one of the most coveted and competitive industries in the world.  Millions of 

people dream of becoming an actor and working in Hollywood. If you are lucky enough to be on 

the path of making this dream a reality, you are one of the rare beings on the planet that have 

the courage, tenacity, and the privilege to do so.  Furthermore, if you are lucky enough to be 

invited to an audition, you are even rarer and are even closer to making your dream a reality! So, 

pat yourself on the back and feel proud of yourself for taking this journey as an artist.  I wish you 

all the luck in the world!  But first, there are a few things you should know about the Art of the 

Audition if you want to start booking the parts. 

     The audition is where the rubber hits the road! If you have been training and working on your 

craft, the audition is your opportunity to shine.  This is where hard work, preparation, and talent 

pays off.  If you are not prepared and have not been refining your instrument (YOURSELF) and 

filling your actor's toolbox (your emotional and sense memory), you will ruin a wonderful 

opportunity to showcase your talent!  I always tell my students, "If you fail to prepare, you have 

prepared to fail".  Do not let that be you! 

     If you come into an audition unprepared and not knowing your lines, your chances of being 

asked to read for another role are slim to none.  But if you come into an audition prepared, 

knowing your lines, and you’ve made big choices for your character, you will make a fan of the 

casting director.  They want you to succeed because it makes their job easier and it makes them 

look good too.  Even if you don't book the part, they will bring you back again and again for other 

roles. You want to make them a raving fan of your work! 

     I have had a successful acting career for over 35 years and have booked parts in Academy 

Award winning movies, hit television shows, pilots, commercials, and more.  I know success 

leaves clues and I have been teaching my students at the Manhattan Actor Studio in California 

the Art of the Audition for many years now.  I have received countless texts, e-mails, and calls 

from my students telling me that they got the part.  I know with certainty that what I teach works!  

It has worked for me, it has worked for my students, and it will work for you! 

     I created this manual to share these techniques with you.  This manual is succinct so that you 

can use it when preparing for a role and carry the Art of the Audition Checklist with you to 

auditions.   

     I came to Hollywood at the age of 18 with $200 in my pocket and not a clue as to how to make 

it in Hollywood. I had to learn things the hard way through trial and error.  I wish I had someone 

like me guiding and teaching me these lessons when I first got to Hollywood. It would have saved 

me a lot of time and heartache. But lucky for you, you found this manual to help guide you on 

your path to becoming a working actor! So, let's get started! 
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Art of the Audition Technique #1:  

Own the Lobby 

     

     As soon as you are notified that you have an audition and you receive the sides, start creating 

a backstory for your character.  What is your last name? Where did you come from? Where did 

you grow up? Where are your parents from and what are their names? Are you a product of your 

environment?  What happened when you were a child? Were you rich, poor, middle class? How 

do you walk and talk? Do you have an accent? How do you dress?  What do you have in your 

pockets - Advil because you're hungover? What are your previous circumstances? What just 

happened and how does it make you feel? 

      Why must you have a backstory? Because the other actors are not doing their homework! 

You should know the character better than the other actors and even the writer. You should 

know your backstory. YOU CREATE THE CHARACTER.  Be more prepared than everyone else. 

Know your lines backwards and forwards so you are free to play.  Do not read from your script 

but have it with you in case you need it.  If you forget your line, glance down without breaking 

character, pick up your line and pick up your head and continue. If you hold it in your hand, do 

not fiddle with it.  Use it as a prop if your character is holding a piece of paper or taking notes.   

     Show them that you are a professional actor by being well prepared and showing them that 

you are the character!  Make some big, bold choices.  There are no bad choices. The only bad 

choice is when you do not make any! 

     I live in Los Angeles, so whenever I had an audition, I always gave myself plenty of time to drive 

in traffic, find parking (which is very limited in L.A.), get into the casting office, sign-in, run my 

lines in my head, and ground myself.  Regardless of where you live, you should always, always, 

always, give yourself more than enough time to arrive at your audition early.   

     I can't tell you how many times I have arrived at an audition to discover that they have changed 

the sides, or they want me to read for a different role.  This happens often.  If you are early, you 

have time to review the new lines and if needed, make choices for the new character.  

     Once you arrive at your audition and have signed in, it is always a good idea to ask if they have 

a script you could look at to read the scenes before and after your scene. This will enable you to 

have more information than the other actors. If there is no script, read all the sides on the wall, 

including the ones which belong to the other characters to gain more information about the 

scene.  

     It is important to know that casting directors write notes about actors and they share their 

notes with their colleagues, agents, directors, and producers of the projects you are trying to get 

a job on.  For this reason, there are certain rules you must always adhere by, as follows:  
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❑ Unless an emergency arises, do not ever show up late for an audition!  If you are late, you 

most likely will not get the job.  Casting directors do not like to be kept waiting as they 

have many actors to put on tape.  If you are late for your audition, it means you will be 

late for the set, which means you will be a liability for production.   

❑ It should go without saying but NEVER, EVER get into a confrontation with another actor 

or with a casting director.  Both scenarios are a big red flag for casting directors, agents, 

producers, and directors. 

❑ Do not show up frazzled because you were rushing to make it to your audition on time. 

You want time to ground yourself, take a few deep breaths, become the character, and 

walk into the lobby of the casting office confidently.   

❑ The character should enter the lobby, not you. In your mind, you should have no doubt 

that you are the character and you own the part. 

❑ Do not wear perfume, cologne, or anything with a strong fragrance and definitely no body 

odor! 

❑ Listen carefully to any instructions given by the casting director prior to your audition, 

stand on the mark, and slate your name professionally and confidently directly into the 

camera.   

❑ You can lose the casting director at “hello” if you do not know how to slate your name 

properly. 

❑ Do not make small talk with the casting director and do not try to shake anyone’s hand. 

❑ If they ask you how you are, you reply that you are GREAT! And if they ask if you have any 

questions, you say, “I GOT THIS!”  

❑ Always be kind, courteous, and professional before, during, and after an audition.  You 

want to maintain a good working relationship with casting directors. 
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Art of the Audition Technique #2:  

Make them Feel! 

     The reason movies are so beloved is because they make us feel! When actors on the screen 

are authentic and real, they can make us cry, laugh, think, and feel so many different emotions 

because we can relate to them.   

     When preparing for an audition, ask yourself the following questions: What are the given 

circumstances of the scene? What are the previous circumstances? What just happened and how 

does it make the character feel? What should the audience feel - fear, joy, sadness, curiosity, 

anger, anxiety, stress? Your goal is to make the casting director FEEL! 

     An example I will share is when I auditioned for the Academy Award winning movie, “Crash”. 

The role was for an LAPD officer who draws his gun and threatens to shoot the protagonist of the 

film. My goal was to make the director and producers feel what it would be like to have a gun 

pointed at them in a threatening manner.   It is not a smart idea to bring a gun (or a play gun) 

into a casting office so I used my black wallet.  I pulled it out of my back pocket, pointed it at the 

director and producer like it was a loaded gun, and shouted, ``Get down on the ground!”  I could 

see the fear on their faces as they began ducking.  When I was done with my audition, they said, 

“That was the scariest wallet we have ever seen!”  I knew at that moment that I got the part 

because I had accomplished my goal of making them feel scared. 

     One of the most successful ways to portray a character authentically is to wear the wardrobe 

the character would wear.  Bring the character into the door of the casting office.  However, there 

is a fine line between bringing the character to life and over doing it. For instance, if they want 

to see you for the role of “pirate”, do not come in with a patch on your eye and a parrot on your 

shoulder.  Instead, bring the essence of the character to the audition. 

     I booked the role of an LAPD officer in another movie because I showed up to the audition 

wearing a cop uniform.  When I was on the set, I asked the director why he had cast me when he 

had already cast that role with another actor.  The director said he cast me because when he 

watched the audition tape and saw a cop in an LAPD uniform, he knew I was the character.  I was 

able to change the director's mind even after the role had been promised to someone else. 

     You must PLAY FULL OUT! If you are up for the role of a Marine, then shave your head, wear 

a tight t-shirt, do push-ups, get fit and become the character.  That goes for any role that you 

audition for. Don’t leave anything to their imagination! Show them who the character is! 
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Art of the Audition Technique #3:  

Walk out with Confidence 

 

     Whether or not you feel like you rocked your audition, when you walk out the door of the 

casting office and back into the lobby full of actors,  walk out confidently with the attitude that 

you just booked the part.  Casting directors will see that behavior and you will have planted the 

seed in their head that you did a good job. You are also showing the other actors waiting in the 

lobby that you just rocked the audition.   

     Furthermore, if you prepared and gave it your all, you should feel proud of yourself for your 

hard work.  Take some time to analyze where you think you could have done something a little 

different to improve your performance.  If it helps to get your thoughts out of your brain, write 

them in a journal so you can refer to them later.  But whatever you do, do not dwell on what you 

should or should not have done for too long.  This will drive you crazy and is really a waste of 

your time and energy.  Instead, take notes then leave the audition behind and start working on 

your next project to sharpen your instrument.  This will guarantee you will be ready when the 

next audition comes your way.   

     If you apply these three techniques to every audition, you will start booking parts.  So, get 

ready and go after it like you mean it!  
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The Art of the Audition Checklist 

Technique #1: Own the Lobby 

❑ What is your backstory?  What was your childhood like? 

❑ What is your first and last name? 

❑ Where did you grow up?  

❑ Were you rich, middle class, or poor? 

❑ What do you wear? 

❑ How do you walk and talk?   

❑ Are you a product of your environment? 

❑ Where is the audition?  

❑ Is there plenty of parking or will parking be limited? 

❑ Is parking free or should I take coins for the meter? 

❑ How much time do I need to get there early? 

❑ Who is walking into the lobby - me or the character? 

❑ Are you feeling grounded, calm, clear, and confident? 

❑ Do they have a script I can read? 

❑ Are there sides for the other characters that I can read? 

Technique #2: Make them Feel 

❑ What are the given circumstances of the scene? 

❑ What are the previous circumstances of the scene? 

❑ What are the sensory conditions? Are you cold, hungry, drunk? 

❑ How does it make the character feel? 

❑ What does the character need/want? 

❑ What is standing in the way of getting what the character needs/wants? Obstacles? 

❑ What is the character wearing in this scene? Wardrobe? 

❑ What is the character’s energy level? 

Technique #3: Walk out with Confidence 

❑ Did you walk out of your audition with an air of confidence and knowing you just rocked 

your audition? 

❑ Did you take a few minutes to analyze which areas of your performance worked well 

and which ones could have been improved? 

❑ Did you pat yourself on the back or give yourself a “high five” for your hard work and 

dedication to the craft of acting? 

❑ Did you let go of the audition and start working on another project (monologue, scene 

with a partner, script) to sharpen your instrument and actor’s toolbox? 

❑ Will you be ready when your phone rings with the next big opportunity? 


